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Future Milestones

Study Group – Renal Cell Cancer
The introduction of tyrosine-kinase-inhibitors (TKIs) as well as the use of immune-

modulating targeted agents/check-point inhibitors (CPIs) led to a dramatic change in

the treatment landscape of metastatic RCC. Despite the huge clinical benefit still the

majority of patients will not experience a long-term benefit. Aim of this project is to

provide the inventory platform of clinical data and biomaterials for a thorough and

comprehensive analysis to increase the knowledge of predictive and prognostic

factors as well as mechanisms of resistance or immune exhaustion.
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» Redefine and expand initial cohort (adjuvant/non-

clear cell RCC)

» Implement newly identified relevant molecular

alterations (especially for non-clear cell RCC)

» Expand clinical and biomaterial inventory accross

BZKF sites

» Explore CARAT, SUNNIFORCAST and RWD as

validation cohorts

» Explore inter-lab exchange (personel/post-docs)

» Application trials inplementing sequencing, liquid 

samples, single cell suspensions and tumor

organoids
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Concept & Achievements 
WP1: training on communication platform (confluence) to
establish project working structure
D1: common working structure and inventory on common
documents to be expanded and used throughout the project and
possibly beyond.
D2: establish network and ensure close collaboration on unique
exchange platform

WP2: Harmonize clinical data collection and synchronize data
elements to be collected in eCRF
D3: Identification of relevant data elements to be extracted and
define ultimate patient cohort
D4: programming of a common eCRF ideally to be implemented
into local onsite EDC-system

WP3: SOPs for collection of biomaterials and interaction with
ongoing BZKF projects
D5: SOPs for all material and annotated information to be
collected within the project
D6: tailored biorepository agenda for the PLATIN Check RCC-
project

WP4: Patient consent and distribution
D7: tailored consent to project needs in
collaboration with existing BZKF efforts
D8: common broad consent to be distributed
at all collaborating sites

WP5: Methodology platform and continuous
updates
D8: Inventory on techniques and requirements
for biomaterial

New developments during funding period

WP6: Outline Core project
D9: PLATIN Check RCC core protocol

• new indications for CPIs

• new guidelines for RCC

• new WHO classification

• Full recruitment of
„practice-changing“ 
trials

Deliverables have been established and will continue to evolve 

throughout the project’s duration.

New indications and the anticipation of future developments in 

the field are implemented in the structure of data accrual.

The ongoing refinement of the Central Biobank Erlangen (CeBE) 

in close cooperation within the BZKF ensures the implementation 

of all proposed deliverables. 

Established and will continue to evolve 

throughout the project’s duration.

Broad Consent template implemented at the 

Urology Clinic Erlangen (> than 100 patients).

The experience of this pilot will be expanded.

Evolving throughout the project.

Proposal for further funding


